
 

 

SPE California  
Sustainability Study Group Webinar 

 
 

Thursday September 24 at 12:00pm (noon) Pacific Time 
 

Johana Dunlop & Flora Moon of the Society of Petroleum Engineers 
“GAIA” 

 
Johana Dunlop and Flora Moon will introduce GAIA, SPE’s new sustainability platform.  

GAIA is a community of people concerned with the future of the oil & gas industry and its role 
in the global energy transition. GAIA is developing a series of activities, events and resources 
that will enable industry professionals to support sustainable socio-economic development and 
to engage directly in a positive Energy Transition. Our SPE California Sustainability Study Group 
is one initiative that grew out of GAIA, and there are many other initiatives around the world. 

Ms. Dunlop and Ms. Moon will explain the intent, purpose and objectives of GAIA; they will 
share some of the activities that have already taken place and give a preview of what’s ahead. 
You will learn about SPE GAIA framework made up of four pathways, four principles and four 
themes focused on decarbonization, biodiversity, social responsibility and the Sustainable 
Development Goals. And you will learn how you can get involved. 

 
Speaker: Johana Dunlop, SPE International Board of Directors, Technical Director HSE & 
Sustainability 

Johana Dunlop worked with Schlumberger for twenty-five years until 2017, most 
recently as Director, Sustainability Integration.  She has actively served the Society 
of Petroleum Engineers [SPE] for 15 years. She led the development of the SPE 
Sustainability strategy, built committees, work scopes and conference 
programming, was the founding Chair of the SPE Sustainability Technical Section. 

Johana was appointed to the SPE board of Directors to lead the HSE & Sustainability disciplines 
as Technical Director from 2017 to 2020. She conceived and led the production of the SPE Gaia 
Summit in June 2019 from which current SPE Gaia Program has grown. 
 
Speaker: Flora Moon, Expressworks 

Flora Moon is the sustainability director for Expressworks, a change management 
consultancy that helps clients navigate systemic change. For SPE she is the Vice 
Chair of the SPE Sustainable Development Technical Section, serves on the GAIA 
Initiative steering committee and has authored several papers on sustainability 
and strategy. She has worked with petrochemical clients (DuPont, Williams, 
Halliburton and Chevron) for over 15 years. In 2020 she received the 

Sustainability and Stewardship Award from the Gulf Coast Region. Flora creates capability and 
capacity in local, national and international organizations and is the co-designer of a 
sustainability investment strategy for Merrill Lynch/Bank of America.  
 

Register Today! 
For more information, please contact: info@tonyzamora.com 

To learn more about the SPE California Sustainability Study Group, visit our website 

https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_o3EA6fKISx2LGx8xBdybNA

